GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE
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THE AMERICAN LEGIÙN IN PARIS
Shortly after their welcome at the station the representatives of America's young soldiery proceeded to
the Arch of Triumph and stood at salute before the grave of the Unknown Soldier, while one of their number
placed on the tablet their floral tribute.
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HISTORIC DAVIS CUP REMAINS IN AMERICA
The U. S. tennis stars made a clean up in the Davis Cup contest,
winning all five matches from Japan in the challenge round. Left to
right: Wm. T. Tilden, R. Norris William, Watson M. Washburn, Wm.
M. Johnson.

WINNERS OF NATIONAL TITLE IN WOMEN'S LONG
DISTANCE SWIM
Ethelda Beibtrey, winner of the National Title, and Margaret Wood'
bridge, second in the contest, held from Point Breeze to Brighton
Beacn, N. Y., a three and a half mile course. Miss Bleibtrey made a
world record by covering the distance in 56 minutes, 27 seconds—
beating the best previous record by the amazing margin of 29 minutes
33 seconds. The earlier record was made by Elaine Golding, in 1912.
Twenty-four of this year's entrants finished in better time than the
earlier record. This would seem to prove the efficiency of the newly
developed six beat trudgeon-crawl stroke
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POWER UNIT ASSURING NON-STOP FLIGHTS FROM NEW
YORK TO LIVERPOOL IN TWENTY HOURS
Three of these 400 Horse Power Liberty Engines, geared to one 18
foot propeller have been put through careful tests. The military import
ance of this development is declared to be of great significance— the
commercial value is easily seen when one realized that as an aeroplane
of three or more units represents a total of 4,000 horse power and will
have a cruising range sufficient to command the ocean, carrying in its
flight twelve tons of bombs or torpedoes.
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BOW OF BATTLESHIP
A unique view of the graceful
clipper stem of the superdreadnaught "Washington," ashore ap
peared just before launching. The
picture shows the pronounced
flare outward from the water
line to the upper deck, in
tended to facilitate the stowing
and handling of her anchors of
which there will be three. The
extreme top of the bow with its
gargoyle-line appearance, shows
the three hawse pipes for the
anchors, a design carried out now
on all the late superdreadnaughts
constructed.

BUST OF PRESIDENT HARDING
By Mrs. Sally Farnham, of New York. Mrs. Faraham considers
that the President's features tell his character, that it assures infinite
trust, shows stoic calm of Indian and that the nose tells of sense of
humor. Mrs. Farnham is best known through her famous Bolivar
statue.
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PRESIDENT OBREGON'S
CHILDREN AT HOME
Very little is known about the
family of President Obregon, of
Mexico. Recently Mr. BurtonHolmes, famous lecturer and
traveler returned from a trip
through Mexico bringing photos
of the children of the Mexican
President.
Photo shows little
Refugio, Alvero and Mayo, playing
in the garden of their home.
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TO TOUR WORLD IN 98 FOOT MOTORBOAT
"The Speedjacks," a ninety-eight foot motorboat, which left New
York August 15th on a 40,000 mile trip around the world. Mr. A. Y.
Gowan, the owner, a noted Chicago yachtsman, is making the trip for
his health and the purpose of making moving pictures of the customs of
all strange tribes and peopls the world over.

POLISH SCKOLS IN WARSAW
Photographs of the recent meeting of the Polish Sckols la Warsaw.
This organization ostensibly athletic Was used by the revolutionary Poles
as the basis of a military organization for the freedom of Poland before
the war. They feature particularly the training of young boys and girls.
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AMERICAN VETERANS SAIL FOR SPAIN TO FIGHT THE
MOORS
There has been a quick response to Spain's appeal for a Foreign
Legion to assist in North Africa. The Spanish consulate in New York
City has been a busy place. Many of the applicants are ex-service
men who have been unable to find employment. In this case they will
receive the magnificent amount of ninety cents a day. In the center is
a young American who served as an officer in the A. E. F.
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PROPELLER DRIVER CAR
The "Eolia," a two seated car driven by an airplane propeller, is a
Paris production which will soon be shown in this country.
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WRECK OF WORLD'S LARGEST AIRSHIP
Wreck of the R-38 or ZR-2 (rechristened by the U nited States), which met with an accident while on her
last trial trip a few days previous to her delivery to the United States. The giant airship fell into the Humber
River, at Hull, England, and nearly all of her crew were killed, 46 brave airmen, American and English meet
ing their death in the awful catastrophe. Photo show a all that is left of the giant airship. ,

RAISUL, THE FAMOUS BANDIT
Who has been fighting the Spaniards in Morocco,

